Dear Parents,
We recently read the book Anno's Mysterious Multiplying
Jar, written and beautifully illustrated by the father and son
team of Masaichiro and Mitsumasa Anno. Cleverly hidden
within the delightful story and illustrations is a WHOLE LOT OF
MATH!!!! In fact, there was so much math that we had enough
left over to send some home (along with some other fun
activities) for you and your child to enjoy together!
Enclosed in Mr. Tanner's Mysterious Multiplying Bag you
will find several math and ELA related activities. There is a
recording sheet in the bag as well. Please take the time to fill
out the sheet and return the bag the next day as someone else
is waiting for their turn. Filling out the recording sheet will help
me determine which activities were popular and appropriate.
Have fun!
Yours truly,

G. Tanner

The Mysterious Multiplying Bag

Student: _______________
Ideas to try:

□
□
□
□
□

Read “Anno's Mysterious Multiplying Jar”
Multiply your street
Make the map
Play the Multiplying Jar Game
Other: ________________________________

Comments: __________________________________

Activity Guide
Multiply Your Street!
Take a family walk down your street and count the houses (you
decide what boundary to use), when you get home, count the
number of rooms in your house. Assuming all the other
houses have the same number of rooms as yours, how many
rooms are there on your street?If there were three ladybugs in
every room how many ladybugs would there be? If every
ladybug has five spots, how many spots in total?
Make the Map
Using the colourful fuzzy fabric inside the small bag which is
inside the big bag, you can recreate the the ocean, island,
countries, mountains and walled cities from the book! Can you
find something small enough in your house to use to represent
the villages inside the walled cities? How many pieces would
you need?
The (slightly less mysterious) Multiplying Jar
How to play:
First player pulls out a popsicle stick and solves problem.
If correct, player keeps stick. If incorrect, it goes back in jar.
Players continue around circle.
If a Kaboom! stick is chosen, all of that player's sticks go back
in the jar. (Except the Kaboom! stick)
Continue until no sticks remain.

Lesson Planning Template (Based on Wiggins & McTighe, Damian Cooper & MB Ed)

Grade/Course:

Grade 4 / Mathematics

Unit:

(strand): Number

Length of Lesson: 2 x 30 minute session
Stage 1 – Desired Results
1. General and Specific Outcomes (Knowledge, Skills & Attitudes/Values):
(4.N.6) The students will demonstrate an understanding of multiplication (2- or 3-digit numerals by 1-digit
numerals) to solve problems.
(4.N.4) The students will be able to explain the properties of 0 and 1 for multiplication.

2. Essential Questions: The key questions we will answer are…

How quickly does multiplication make numbers grow?

3.

Students will know. . .

...the distributive property of multiplication
...the properties of 0 and 1 for multiplication

4. Students will be able to. . .
Explain the property for determining the answer when multiplying numbers by one.
Explain the property for determining the answer when multiplying numbers by zero.
Model a multiplication problem using the distributive property.
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Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence (Assessment AS/OF/FOR Learning)
Please indicate the purpose of your strategy by using Assessment Assessment Assessment
For
Of
As
a check mark under the appropriate category.
(Formative) (Summative)
Strategy (Performance Task, Observation Checklist, Interview,
etc.):

✔

✔

✔

✔

Groups will present their solutions to word problems in
multiplication, along with their strategies for solving.
They will also share their solutions to the total number of
pages required to present solutions for the larger numbers.

Criteria (Please list i.e. Rubric, Achievement Indicators from
Curriculum, Student or Teacher Generated):

▪Model a multiplication problem using the distributive property
[e.g., 8 × 365 = (8 × 300) + (8 × 60) + (8 × 5)].

▪Create and solve a multiplication problem that is limited to 2 or
3 digits by 1 digit.

▪Explain the property for determining the answer when
multiplying numbers by one.

▪Explain the property for determining the answer when
multiplying numbers by zero.
Reflection – Did these assessment strategies allow you to address the outcomes for this
lesson? Did the students’ learning meet your objectives?
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Stage 3 – Learning Plan
Instructional Strategies For This Lesson
Consider learning styles, multiple intelligences, learner abilities and student interests.
1.

Activating

2. Acquiring

Tell the children that we are going to read a
Japanese book about mathematics! The
authors are a father and son, one of them
wrote the book and the other illustrated it! In
Japanese the original title was "Tsubo No
Naka" which means "In the Vase".

1. Read "Anno's Mysterious Multiplying Jar"
up to "Within each box were 10 jars." Check in
for pattern identification as you read.
2. Review the book and note the number of
each of the different items on the whiteboard.
3. Form students into flexible groups.
4. Assign each group a word problem (eg. How
Show the children the cover of "Anno's
many houses are there within each walled
Mysterious Multiplying Jar" and ask them
kingdom?). Share solutions and strategies
what they think is inside the jar. Ask them
with the class.
what they think a "Multiplying Jar" does.
5. Read the rest of the book. Ask for
Write down their answers on the whiteboard. predictions about what will happen after the
eight cupboards. How many pages would be
Show them the inside cover and ask them if
needed to show the boxes? How many pages
they would like to change their answer.
for the jars? Discuss 0 & 1 implications.
6. Groups work on answers and share.
3. Applying

4. What about students who require
adaptation to the lesson?

LINGUISTIC-students listen to story with their
Each group will present their solution to the
eyes closed.
word problems and the solution to the
questions in point 5 above on the whiteboard. SPATIAL-Have students model factorials with
manipulatives (lego, deci-blocks, etc.)
KINESTHETIC-students model factorial growth
Discuss the effects of removing 1 from the
factorial chain. Discuss effects of multiplying with their bodies
MUSIC- Sing "1-2-3-4-5" by XTC.
the factorial chain by 0.
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Resources/Technology:
K-8 Curriculum Document 2013
White Board
Book: "Anno's Mysterious Multiplying Jar" by Masaichiro & Mitsumasa Anno #0-698-11753-0
Source: NZmaths website (https://nzmaths.co.nz/resource/anno-s-mysterious-multiplying-jar)
modified by Gordon Tanner.
Learning Materials Required:
Scanned powerpoint version of book
Manipulatives (lego, deci-blocks)
Word problems written on slips for each group.

Cross-Curricular Integration:

Science: Study examples of growth by multiplication in nature.
Art: Have students draw their own series using a different theme of their choice.
ELA: Have students make up stories that take place on the island.

Stage 4 - Reflection
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